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EDITORIALS. 
T HE fact that a college is small does not imply that its teaching force is therefore weak. Especially 
is this true at Trinity. Each department is in 
charge of a competent professor who, wherever it is possi-
ble, is assisted by an efficient instructor. The department 
. of Natural History in this respect is well provided for. Dr. 
Edwards and Dr. Genthe are men who have attained marked 
success in the work to which they have devoted their lives. 
Since coming to Trinity it has been a cherished idea of 
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Prof. Edwards to have a floating laboratory connected with 
his department. With such a laboratory the biological 
work could be strengthened by cruises in the summer vaca-
tion to such places as Wood's Hole, Mass., Cold Spring . 
Harbor, L. I., the Bahamas, and other important stations 
where research work in the study of marine life can be car-
ried on. Furthermore, on such voyages, specimens, for 
which there is a good demand, could be procured and 
prepared not only for our own use, but for sale to other 
institutions. For this floating laboratory a sturdy schooner 
is needed, which can be bought for about $2,000. Already 
$1,500 has been subscribed by friends of the project. The 
college trustees have voted their approval. What is needed 
now is the extra $500. If this sttm is soon forthcoming the 
first trip can be taken this summer. Who of the alumni or 
friends of Trinity will come forward and help make up the 
deficit? Surely this object is a worthy one, and if it is loy-
ally supported it wfll do much to make Trinity a leader in 
the world of science, and a leader she will be if the project 
is carried out at once. 
ST. PATRICK'S DAY has come and gone in a blaze of glory. As news, the event is no longer 'of interest. 
As a subject for debate, the affair. is too dangerous. 
We will merely content ourselves with congratulating both 
of the lower classes on the success of the day. The fresh-
men we will felicitate for their undoubted victory and the 
thorough keeping of an old custom. The sophomores, . 
although defeated, we will also congratulate for their splen-
. did fight against overwhelming odds. There is always 
something inspiring in a lost cause, nor in this case did the 
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victory of the freshmen detract in any way from the glory 
of the little band of sophomores, outnumbered two and 
three to one, but still fighting on in a way that made all 
Trinity men proud to own them as fellow undergraduates. 
The way in which the whole class turned out, from the 
biggest foot-ball man to the veriest bookworm who left his 
dusty alcoves for once to join in the fight, was an indication 
of a patriotism worthy of the defense of Athens. No, there 
is no regret to be felt on either side. The anniversary was 
well kept, and the customs commemorative of the Celtic 
saint were well observed. Long may they last. 
T HE Tablet, during the years of its life as an inde~ of the doings of the Trinity world, has frequently 
felt called upon to advocate the showing of college 
spirit by the undergraduates. The question naturally 
arises : ''Why the need of such action?'' The answer is 
easily found. It is because of the apparent lack of interest 
shown by a large part of the students in the daily events of 
college life. It is not meant that the students do not possess 
a real interest in the affairs of the campus, but oftentimes, 
for some unaccountable reason, the interest is not shown 
when it is needed the most. What is necessary, then, is a 
general awakening of this enthusiasm which undoubtedly is 
in the heart of every man in college. And while there 
should be a general revival of such zeal, it is very evident 
that there ought to be, and must be if success is to be 
gained, a lively concern in baseball. This year, Trinity has 
every prospect for a good season in this branch of athletics. 
A schedule, equalled by few, if any, of the smaller eastern 
colleges; a competent captain; an excellent coach; these all 
• 
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:are strong factors towards victory. But even with this equip-
ment there must be the hearty backing of every man in 
-college, financially and personally. Those who can play 
should be on the squad; those who do not play should be 
-down on the field, encouraging the team by their presence 
-and cheers to hard and faithful work. If every man in col-
lege feels that a victorious team depends upon his loyal 
~upport much can be accomplished, and the best baseball 
·season in the history of Trinity is well-nigh assured. 
T HE baseball management has arranged an extensive schedule of games for the present season, a consid-
erable number of which will occur on what is called 
the Easter . trip. This has been so prominent a feature of 
former schedules that to omit it is never considered. Yet 
the expenses of such a trip aggregate above the amounts 
received from guarantees. This sum, as well as the current 
•expenses for the rest of the season, comes from three 
.sources, namely, the alumni, the undergraduates and the 
gate receipts. The alumni have always contributed gener-
ously, but a large part must come from the men in college ,, 
It certainly is advisable to compete in baseball with other 
-colleges; it is certainly advisable to have many home games, 
but to do so means a constant outlay. If the undergradu-
ates wish a successful season, one of profit and pleasure, 
let them look to the exchequer of the team. 
APLEASING evidence of the fact that the only inter-est of the undergraduate body does not lie in the 
athletic teams, was given on the evening of the 
twenty-third of March, when the orations for th'e Whitlock 
• 
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Pdzes were held in Alumni Hall. The speakers were 
heard by a much larger audience than on a similar occasion 
last year, and the interest which awaited the decision of the 
judges would have warmed the heart of the sincerest 
mourner of the bygone ''literary days.'' The Tablet takes 
this occasion to congratulate the winners on their success 
and the losers on the excellence of their orations. 
T HE death of General Joseph Roswell Hawley, who had been connected with Trinity since 1894, when 
he received her degree of Doctor of Laws, was felt 
at the college no less severely than in the other institutions 
with which the Senator had been connected. Although we 
cannot publish a list of General Hawley's services to the 
college and to the country in general, we hope by this brief 
notice to echo the feeling of loss which the death of the 
statesman has left among all those who in any way have 
known him. 
IT is with a great deal of regret that we note also the death of the president of the board of trustees of the 
college, Colonel Jacob L. Greene, who though not a 
graduate of Trinity, was always one of her most devoted 
followers and one of her most efficient workers. 
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THE HERMETHENEAN 
T HE Hermethenean is probably unknown even by name · to the present students of Trinity College. To the 
majority the fact that The Tablet has been pub-
lished since 1868 is a matter. of some little pride. Few 
would believe that from October, 1833, to March, 1834, a 
monthly was issued, bearing the name of The Hermethenean 
(the Interpreter), and "edited by a number of undergrad-
uates in Washington College.'' 
There is no preface or introduction for this first volume, 
but we find on · the last page of the book a prospectus for a 
revival of the periodical. This second volume of The 
Hermethenean unfortunately never appeared. We learn, 
however, from its foreword, that it was to follow the lines 
of the first numbers, ''to elicit the talent of the undergradu-
ates,'' and that it was to be ''wholly com posed o-f original arti-
cles, consisting principally of Tales, Essays/Sketches of Scen-
ery, Poetry," etc., etc. The prospectus for the first volume 
was probably very similar to this one, · a brief dignified 
statement of the editors' plans, promising nothing more 
than that the articles should · be written by members of the 
college. 
The character of this old periodical would be a surprise 
to the modern college journalist. In an age when every-
thing is pushed for the sake of its "stand" as compared with 
contemporaries, not for real excellence, it is rather difficult 
to understand the spirit with which the student editors of 
seventy years ago undertook their task. 
• We must first of all realize one fact before we can enter 
upon any intelligent criticism. The Hermethenean as a college 
paper was the offspring of no publication of a similar nature, 
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and though it may seem hard to believe, led to nothing. 
It is of course a link in the chain of literary progress in 
the country. Its contributors kept on writing after they 
grac;luated, and the formal work they had done as students 
undoubtedly helped them. As a paper, however, The 
Hermethenean stands alone in the history of our college. 
· The periodicals which followed it in later years were cer-
tainly not an improvement on it. It is unlikely that they 
received any material advantage from the fact that it had 
been published. The college papers of to-day have taken 
their various forms from the modern magazines, newspapers 
or weeklies, as the case may be. They have grown and 
developed with their money-making contemporaries in the 
·outside world as their guides. They have been spurred 
onward by the progress of the editors in their sister,-and 
so rival,-colleges. The Hermethenean, in contrast to this, 
was offered to the literary world by editors who withheld 
both their names and editorial opinions. The name of the 
college to which they belonged appeared only on the inner 
title page in small type. The paper could only help its 
college by being "good," and even that aspiration was 
nowhere expressed-. 
These pioneer editors, however, had to face a very differ-
ent position from that which confronts their modern suc-
cessors. They worked for the reading public at large. 
And the public was glad to receive them. The very fact 
that 'fhe Hermethenean was written by undergraduates seems 
to have been a claim for general recognition. ~ollege men 
were literary men in those days. The warfare of athletics 
had not been fully organized. The very few college papers 
then in existence were published for the sake of literature 
itself. 
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'I'he Hermethenean, therefore, stands for more than any of 
our present college papers will probably show seventy 
years hence. They would simply give a glimpse of under-
graduate life as it was. It reflects the literary thought and 
work of the time. Many readers might be disappointed to 
find no sketches or items of student life in Washington Col-
lege, since, truly, there are none. The very absence of . 
anything of a purely local nature, however, should be a 
reassurance to those who wish to study American literature 
in 1833 through the work of some of her young men. The 
samples 'I'he Hermethenean present may be crude, but they 
are still of the same form as the work of the current writers 
of that time. The paralysing apology of so many under-
graduates that write to-day, the excuse that college papers 
are in a class by th~mselves, that they are not to be com-
pared with the better contemporaneous writers, is fortu-
nately wanting. We may therefore run briefly over the 
contents of its well printed pages to study as best we may 
the thoughts, ideals and style of our grandfathers in their 
youth. · 
· Our grandfathers-it does not sound as if we were going 
very far back, yet whenever we think of them at all we 
realize how short the life . of our country has been. The 
United States during the earlier·· part of the lives of that 
generation was wonderfully undeveloped and dependent. 
Her machinery and rails were manufactured in England; 
the books her citizens read came mainly from the little 
mother island. Sidney Smith's well known contemptuous 
question, "Who reads an American book?" haq a real 
sting in those days. We are so little able to understand it 
that the tone of an essay in our Hermethenean makes the idea 
seem almost new. The writer is !amenting the slow 
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progress of literary invention in this country. America 
may indeed boast of statesmen and orators, he says. But, 
he goes on, "we have no great authors. Our· poetry has 
attained but a very low eminence in comparison with that to 
which we hope it is destined yet to reach. The poems of 
Bryant are in our opinion at the head of works of that 
description in America." This young writer in fact was 
correct both ia his facts and his prophecy. Irving had just 
published his Sketch Book, and Bracebridge Hall. He was 
hardly as yet well known. Whittier was also very young. 
Emerson, Holmes, Lowell, Hawthorne and Longfellow 
belong to the following twenty years. An America without 
these names!-it is a wonder anyone could write at all. 
That, curiously enough, seems to be what our young essayist 
is trying to ·explain. The great writers are to come, must 
be coming, is the burden of his complaint; till they appear 
we must appreciate our disadvantages. 
The majority of 'the writers for The Hermethenean of course 
were not troubled by the country's literary condition. The 
flash of apparent foresight quoted above was probably a 
simple shaft sent out into the unknown. It was certainly 
suggested by the pessimistic thought that flourishes in all 
ages, criticism that hits the mark occasionally because it 
finds fault with every effort under the sun. These young 
authors,-they took that name naively,-wrote upon what-
ever happened to catch their fancy with absolute faith in 
themselves and their models. 
What they chose for subjects makes an interesting study. 
As the prospectus asserts, there is considerable variety. 
Examining what was meant by these promises when they 
were made, however, shows that the point of view of the 
editors, and their contributors, differs characteristically 
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from ours to-day. There are no ''short stories.'' What 
we mean by the term was a conception then quite undevel-
oped. There were to be "tales" in the second volume of 
The Hermethenean, as there had been in the first. But a 
"tale" meant an entirely different thing from the life inci-
dent sketched to form a unified picture, which is the ideal 
feature of our best modern magazines. They had in mind 
merely a bit of narration, a part of something that might 
have happened, a bit taken from the endless story of life. 
Such a conception is perhaps more natural, but it was also 
easier, and led to less. The sense of art and form were not 
as necessary to its success if the writer had imagination and 
a knowledge of expression. The ''short story'' is of course 
the product of the last fifty years. 
The rest of the subjects mentioned in the prospectus 
show the re<,11 trends. They were nearly all towards descrip-
tion, and what is popularly known as "talk." In both 
there was more the idea of writing, and how to do it best, 
than of presenting anything very definite. If a man could 
express himself, then, it did not make very much difference 
what he talked about. Works on science and knowledge 
generally were undertaken not by specialists, men who had 
studied each subject until he was an authority, but by 
"authors." A master of the pen was supposed to have 
''thoughts,'' and to know more than his readers by the sim--
ple fact of his proficiency in making sentences. 
This much to be envied privilege of writing for the sake 
of writing naturally produced the essay. We find them in 
great abundance. ''The Habits of Literary Men,'' ''The 
Origin and Objects of Fairs," "Sir Joshua Reynolds," and 
· ' 'The National Intellectual Character'' show the range of 
selection. The last mentioned is the one I have spoken of 
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in connection with the character of America's literature in 
1833. It is very refreshing in its trustfulness. · The writer 
does not hesitate to bemoan the lack of authors better than 
the ·times afforded, to urge his countrymen-not his fellow 
undergraduates-to push intellectual de'velopment forward. 
The article upon the habits of men of letters shows the high 
moral stand that youth was then not ashamed to assume. 
"We may not advert," says the writer, "to the grosser 
habits which are seen only with mingled feelings of pity and 
disgust," and he proceeds to elaborate a lecture upon the 
pernicious tendencies of crime. The principal object of 
his essay seems to be the worthy one of insisting that mental 
without physical exercise is a whirlpool into which many 
literary men are apt to be drawn. He draws a pathetic 
description of the resulting untimely end. An article fur-
ther on, entitled "Female writers," is even more delightful. 
Helen of Troy, the Spartan mothers, and the Tudor queens 
of England are used as examples of worthy-not ladies or 
women, but ''females,' '-who neglected to use their higher 
powers. He concludes with the hope that "the ·time is not 
far distant when more of our females shall cultivate a love 
for letters, and lend their aid to literature.'' 
The task of essay writing was made easier in those days 
by this feeling that a lot could be said that was known to 
everyone. The writer usually began with ancient history,, 
if not the creation, which happened of course in the autumn 
of 4004 B. C. The haze that makes the pre-Roman times 
so mysterious now, bothered our grandfathers very little. 
The Old Testament was the only authority, but it was 
final, so the ordinary church member knew as much of the 
world's youth as any scientist. It is no wonder, then, that 
the writer should draw the frrst examples for his argument 
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from those natural epochs, and should then travel along 
through the events of the middle ages to modern times. 
And an essayist who worked on this plan could hardly fail 
to fill the necessary number of pages. 
The contributions to The Hermethenean show one happy 
characteristic. The different forms of composition each 
have their individual style. The essays had the formal, 
stilted, "prosy" language that was felt to belong to them. 
Humorous efforts were couched in words and sentences 
resembling as nearly as possible the style of Addison and 
Steele. They are always quaint, usually funny, arid make 
refreshing reading. 
The "Extract from a Student's Diary". is one of the best 
of the papers belonging to this class. It is an account of 
the "student's" arraying himself for a friend's wedding. 
"I had an elegant form," he says; "I was not only con-
·scious of it myself, but knew that others were.'' He shaves 
and dresses with his thoughts full of the sensation he will 
make at the party, until in taking his silk "inexpressibles," 
called elsewhere hose, from the drawer, he catches them 
against a nail and rends them from top to bottom. The 
picture of his rage and disappointment, for he cannot now 
go to the wedding, is drawn in the same quaint manner. 
The wit and brevity of the sentences, t~e absence of the 
unnecessary, form a striking contrast to the carefully elab-
orated construction of the essays. 
Following somewhat the lines of the old Monthly Packet, 
each issue of The Hermethenean usually contained a short 
paper on some historical character or event. They are 
well written and interesting, but have obviously needed no 
particular preparation beyond the reading of a few chapters 
of one or more · standard histories. The fact that they were 
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practically "abstracts," or "copied," would make such 
articles unsuited to a modern paper. But again we must 
realize . the change in the point of view of editors. Histori-
cal papers are interesting to many readers, and are certainly 
instructive. ''Why, then,'' The Hermethenean Board would 
have asked, "should they not have a place?" 
Finally we come to verse. As might be supposed, we 
find fewer changes here than in that of our papers to-day. 
The old style lent itself particularly to this form of writing. 
Although we have seen that the greater poets of our country 
had not yet appeared, still the young aspirants of that form 
of art knew the English masters very well. Naturally the 
verse in 'The Hermethenean resembles these models. Sir 
Walter Scott seems to have been a favorite. The narrative 
poem, entitled '' A Tale of Fifteen-'' is worthy of an ama-
teur admirer of his style. The beginning gives a fair idea 
of the tone of the work, and the first few lines at least may be 
quoted: 
" 'Tis night, and the tempest loudly roars 
Along the high and rockbound shores, 
And the wind sighs around the walls 
Of those old grey monastic halls; 
For there since many long years stood 
A refuge for the cowl and hood, 
A sacred, honored, holy place, 
Founded by Lacy's noble race." 
The poem is a description of the execution by fire of one 
of the early Protestants. The victim is taken by boat to an 
island off the coast of Scotland, accompanied by chanting 
m_onks, who adjure the Virgin, whose divinity he has 
denied, to let no pity save him from his imminent or eternal 
punishment. The divine justice which overtakes the exe 
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cutioners on their way back to the mainland is very suggest-
ively told. A storm has arisen, and as the last flame from 
the pile flashed up, 
- '' Another flame more fierce and bright 
Burst on the monks' astonished sight." 
Amid lightning and thunder the terrified executioners 
perish. 
The simple, unaffected religious feeling that was evident 
in the essays tinges most of the verse very pleasantly. A 
few of them are distinctly devotional in character. A poem 
to "The Palisades" of the Hudson begins with an invoca-
tion to the Deity who made them. It is so obviously sincere 
that one regrets that a similar production could not now be 
obtained from undergraduates. 
In the general observation of the laws of verse these 
writers fail less often than ours do now. There are fewer 
faulty rhymes, more complete sentences, though many of 
them are long. This is due no doubt to the fact that the 
more ordinary rhyming words were less hackneyed than 
they have become after seventy years of jingling. They 
did not strive then so much for something new in the way 
,of words and expressioQS as so many of our magazine versi-
fiers do now. Also there was not as much distrust of 
much used subjects. In fact, every limitation which a 
writer now puts upon himself in the desire to be original, 
was much lessened. They wrote more freely and therefore 
more easily. 
In those days, as has been the case for the last generation, 
Hartford was a literary city. It possessed Mrs. Sigourney, 
who, though she has unfortunately become "old fashioned" 
and very little known to the modern reading public, was 
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then accounted the best authoress of the country. Her 
husband was associated with the college, and she herself 
was much interested in its literary pe'riodical. She was gener-
ous enough to. contribute to it, and two of her poems are 
among the contributions of the six nµmbers of The Herme-
thenean. This alone should make the paper of interest to 
students of literature. One· is an occasional poem: ''Lines 
addressed to the Hon. Judge Mitchell of Wethersfield, 
Connecticut, on his Ninetieth Birthday." It is preceded by 
a short prose introduction, suggesting that although we are 
apt to complain in America of having no antiquities, we 
have objects that are quite as deserving of reverence as 
an ivy-clad castle. "Is there aught more truly majestic," 
she says, ''than the column of mind?'' The poem itself 
carries out this idea with a fine eulogy to the old man she 
wishes to honor. This contribution probably appeared in 
the newspapers at the time. The other one, however, is of a 
more general character, and, curiously enough, does not 
seem to have been included in any of the bound editions of 
her works. If ir is not, which in spite of careful search 
seems hard to believe, owing to the authoress' great fond-
ness for method and her care in recording all her work, 
The Hermethenean contains a treasure that should be copy-
righted. This piece of verse is a highly colored picture of 
"Morning," as it is entitled. 
Another celebrity whose work is included in the paper's. 
pages is Bishop Williams. His contributions show great 
versatility. One is a short poem: "Lines written on the 
banks of the D-- River," somewhat resembling in idea 
Goethe's verses, "To the Brooklet." The thought is, 
how·ever, developed very gracefully, and probably 'without 
any conscious imitation of the German poem. His 
"Warning to Bachelors," a short humorous "Tale" with 
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:a moral, is one of the best of its class. The Bishop also wrote 
a few translations from the French; which show his easy 
and polished style, as well as do his more original efforts. 
He was evidently one of the principal s~pporters of the 
paper. 
There is not vety much more to be said in the conclusion 
of an attempt to give an idea of the student periodical of 
1833. The various contrasts between it ·and our under-
graduate papers have been suggested in t"he several detailed 
outlines of the preceding pages. A summing-up would be 
simply repetition. 
There is, however, one characteristic which more than 
anything else makes The Hermethenean what it . is. This is, I 
think, the lack of self-consciousness on the part of the edit-
ors and contributors. The paper is more natural, more 
healthful in both style and thought than anything we see 
to-day. The writers were less afraid of themselves, and it 
was easier for the average student to contribute because 
this unassuming spirit applied also to the critics. One 
feels, therefore, that 'I'he Hermethenean fulfilled its righth_1l 
function of eliciting and encouraging the ''Talent of the 
Undergraduates of the Institution from which it emanates,'' 
more nearly than any of our modern student papers. · 
Another conclusion may, perhaps, be drawn. Although, 
as I have said, there are no sketches of undergraduate life 
of that time, its tone may be reflected in the paper. At 
least we may hope that the writers possessed themselves the 
virtues that are so striking in their work. A picture may 
thus be drawn from suggestions that were entirely uncon-
scious. Sincerity, unaffectedness, self-reliance and confi-
dence. would be the qualities oJ the young men who made 
it. They would be as attractive as their paper, and we 
should be as little likely to notice their faults. 
C. E. GOSTENHOFER. 
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RUNNING AWAY. 
A BOYHOOD ADVENTURE. 
IT all arose because of an overdeveloped sense of justice. Every man, no matter how modest, has only to be the 
under dog in a controversy to loudly exploit his sense of 
justice. So it was with Phillips and Crane-. No one would 
believe John Phillips, the polished man about town, of 
being the outgrowth of a scraggy, rebellious schoolboy. 
Still less would they recognize in the dignified lawyer, 
William Crane, Bill, the arch fiend of school house con-
spiracies. But now, after a healing period of fifteen 
years, it would be no breach of trust to break the sacred 
oaths, and tell some of the fell deeds which the ring per- . 
formed. 
Jack was not popular with his teachers, his parents and 
his elders and betters in general. Bill likewise believed 
himself an outraged member of society. His .little anarch-
istic soul' rebelled at all law of his superiors. To him, 
they were enemies, not counsellors. The· climax came 
when Bill was sent home by his teacher with the request no_t 
to come back to school till his father accompanied him. 
This was Friday afternoon, and the prophetic instinct of 
Bill told him that his Saturday, under the circumstances, 
would be somewhat unhappy. He immediately sought his 
ally, and when about half a mile distant from him, began 
-signalling to him by those mysterious whistles and calls 
known only to the young male between the years of ten and · 
fifteen. Jack responded, and when they came together 
each began an impassione·d outburst against their oppressors, 
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namely, their unsuspecting teacher in the district school 
and their fond parents. Cooling somewhat from their 
frenzied wrath, they separated, after promising each other 
to meet that night. 
At eight o'clock the indignation meeting convened, 
which unanimously resolved that the teacher was ''an old 
crank" and Messrs. Phillips and Crane were totally inca-
pable of understanding boys. Then came the question, 
what was to be done? They were certain that the .situation 
was unbearable; the escape from it was the sole point to be 
discussed, and the solution was at last obtained by the 
dramatic resolve to run away. The East was no place for 
them. They would go West; that was the place for ambi-
tious men with twelve years' expetience in the world. 
Enthusiasm replaced rankling anger in the bosoms of Jack 
and Bill. They immediately began to plan details of the 
trip. Jack had a general notion that Albany was the start-
ing point for the West, and so it ·was determined to follow 
the Hudson River. The route being settled there remained 
only one more item, the equipment. After a careful sur-
vey it was found to comprise a hatchet, two large jack-
knives, a fishing-pole, a paper edition of "Zinc Tooth 
Tom,'' and thirty-seven cents in cash. Bill, who lived 
near the river, was to remain stealthily in bed, until he 
heard the rattle of gravel on his window. Jack was to get 
up at sunrise and throw the gravel. 
The eventful Saturday morning came, but not the dawn-
gravel episode. Jack slept soundly, after the manner of 
healthy boys, and it was seven o'clock before he came to 
the rendezvous, only to find the unromantic Bill in a deep 
sleep. However, he was stealthily aroused, and the two set 
out after turning and uttering the proverbial melodramatic 
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phrases relative to the darkening of doors. All went well 
for the first mile or two. The pipes, true emblems of man-
hood, were loaded with great skill, and after several 
attempts, lighted, Jack remarking thoughtfully that nothing 
helped a man like a quiet smoke. On they went, talking of 
the glories of the West, the limitations of the East and the 
virtues of tobacco. Jack filled another pipe and manfully 
finished it, and his companion, after a brief struggle be-
tween pride and discomfort, did likewise. At noon .they 
rested at a point of rocks called "Second Point," and began 
to think of lunch. The proper thing was to throw over a 
line and catch some fish, which they did. This effort pro-
duced a lean, bony fish known as a tom cod. Despite its 
physical shortcomings, it was hailed with enthusiasm; Bill 
remarking how fine it was to catch and eat your owq food. 
This was freedom. They built a fire and were ready to 
light it, when it was discovered that in gratifying their taste 
for tobacco their slender stock of matches had been dissi-
pated. Nothing daunted, they told each other that men on 
an expedition like this would have harder trials to bear; 
but sitting there with that little fish between them, they 
looked at each other and then, getting no comfort from it, 
back to the spiteful litttle fishagain. 
After this Christian Science banquet, the two took to 
their journey, after · renewing their vows to each other. 
They set out with a definite aim of buying matches and 
walking ten miles. They had gone perhaps a couple in 
silence, when Bill looked up, as if he were going to say 
something, but had changed his mind. Another mile went 
by, another period of silence. Five thousarid tw:o hundred 
and eighty feet is a long distance for boys of twelve to walk 
without talking. Bill broke the silence. "I have been 
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thinking, Jack," he said shamefacedly, "the West isn't all 
it is cracked up to be." "No," said Jack, as if he had 
carefully debated· the thing, "it isn't." More silence; more 
walking, and then another interruption. "Say, Jack, don't 
you think, as long as we ar.e going · to be away so long, it 
would be all right to go only about ten miles to-day?'' 
''Yes,'' said Jack, and then as if it had something to do with 
the subject, "My dad isn't so bad, only he doesn't under-
stand me.'' Again they went on, neither one wishing to be 
the first to break the silence. When they did stop, it was 
for Jack to lean over and tie his shoe lace. In his careless 
hurry he knotted it. Taking out his knife, a present from 
his father, he slowly cut the tangle. He looked at the knife 
and then at Bill, and when he got up he was facing the 
other way. 
It was a long, hard journey home, and it was two tired, 
very hungry youngsters that turned up at seven o'clock to 
hear the cheerful call of Mr. Crane, shouting: "Hello, 
boys, I've been waiting all day to take you fishing at 'Sec-
ond Point.''' M. T. 
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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS. 
SUNDAY afternoon, March 5, Mr. John Spencer Camp, organist of the Park C0ngregational Church, Hartford, gave an organ 
recital in the chapel. Mr. Camp is always sure to please and 
this recital was much enjoyed by those present. 
The German Club has published its revised constitution. Some 
important changes have been made. 
A determined effort is being made to re-establish the Press Club. 
It is hoped that this club may become a permanent organization at 
Trinity. 
The Zoologische J ahrbucher, edited by Prof. Spengel of Gtissen, 
has recently published Prof. K. W. Genthe's monograph, "Alcippe 
Lampas (Hane.) and Its Occurrence on the American Atlantic Shore .. " 
Clement, 'OS, and Rhodes, 'OS, were in Washington at the inaugura-
tion of President Roosevelt. Clement marched with Co. E, 12th Regi-
ment, Pennsylvania National Guard. 
The fourth German was given in Alumni Hall on the evening of 
March 6th. The first half was a club dance and the second half was led 
by Trumbull, '08. Mrs. Flavel S. Luther and Mrs. Cranston .Brenton 
acted as patronesses. 
Owing to the death of Walter B. Sherwood the Senior appointments 
for Commencement have been revised as follows: Valedictory, E. S. 
Carr, of St. Johnsbury, Vt.; Salutatory, C. E. Jones, of Independence, 
Iowa; Honor Oration, A.' R. Goodale, of Suffield. Conn. 
P.H. Bradin, '03, and R. L. McKeon, ex-'04 have visited friends in 
college recently. 
The 1906 Ivy Board are working hard to produce a good book this 
year. It will probably be one of the best numbers of the college annual. 
George, '07, has been elected assistant manager of the Baseball 
Team, vice F. H. Coggeshall, '07, resigned. 
The Cheshire School Cluh have elected the following officers: 
President, Graham, '06; Vice-President, ~mith, '07; Secretary and 
Treasurer, Marlor, '06. 
The executive committee of the Athletic Association has made the 
following appointments from the Freshman Class: Sub-assistant 
Managers of the Baseball Team, Budd, Cross, Butterworth, Trumbull; 
Sub-assistant Managers of the Track Team, Edsall, Hardcastle-, Went-
worth. 
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We are ·glad to welc:>me back to the Campus, Butterworth, '08, who 
has been absent from college for some weeks because of illness. 
Thursday evening, March 24, President Luther spoke before the 
students of Worcester Academy. Sunday, the 26th, he preached and 
made an address at Exeter. 
Prof. McCook is again able to meet his classes after being detained 
from the performance of collegiate duties for a number of days because 
of throat trouble. 
The flag on the college flag-staff was flown at half-mast March 18-21, 
in honor of Ex-Senator Hawley, H. '94. 
The oratorical contest for the Whitlock prizes was held in Alumni 
Hall, Thursday evening, March 23. The contestants were Burrows, 'OS, 
Goodale, 'OS, Sherwood, '05, Curtiss, '06. Maerklein, '06, was to have 
spoken but was prevented by illness. The fi1 st prize of thirty dollars 
was won by Curtiss, '06i and the second prize of twenty dollars was 
secured by Goodale, 'OS. The judges were Rev. J. W. Bradin, Rev. J. 
P. Faucon and Mr. E. F. Waterman, all of this city. 
Required attendance at gym. work has been discontinued for this 
year. The Freshman test was held March 27th, and the Sophomore test 
onMarch 28th. 
H. P. H. S. Club elections: President, Sherwood, '05; Vice-Presi-
dent, Barbour, '06; Secretary and Treasurer, Moody, '07. 
The members of the Deutcher Verein of H,artford had the pleasure 
of listening to an address in German by Prof. Genthe, Tuesday evening, 
March 20th. Dr. Genthe spoke on "German architecture from the early 
Roman times until the present." 
The Natural History Department has received a collection of New 
England Hepaticae or Silverworts. It is a valuable gift as it contains 
nearly one-half of the species at present known to be native to New 
England. The donor is Miss Annie Lorenz, a sister of Lorenz, '02. 
Shattuck School Club elections: President, Jones, 'OS; Vice-Presi-
dent, Pierce, '06; Secretary and Treasurer, Pond, '06. 
The Class of 1907 will soon place a memorial to the late Louis 
Milton Ensign in the trophy room of the gymnasium. The memorial 
will be an oak tablet, three and one-half by two feet on which will be 
placed the names of Trinity Track Team Captains. 
At the Chapel service Sunday afternoon, March 26th, the soloist 
was Miss Mary Cross of Hartford. The singing of Miss Cross pleased 
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all who heard her and showed that she has made no mistake in cho9sing 
her profession. 
Manager Hinkel has arranged at Commons for a training table for 
the baseball men. The men began eating at the table Monday morning, 
March 27th. 
The St. Patrick's Day Celebration this year was undoubtedly the 
most successful from the Freshman point ot view ever held at college. 
Throughout the preceding night the Freshman Class, a·lmost to a man, 
was down town engaged in putting up posters, bearing the inscription 
19 T 08, upon many prominent places. A sharp lookout was also kept 
for any watchful Sophomores who might be about with evil intent. At 
exactly 12 o'clock, midnight, a 1908 man, who had secured permission 
from the Mayor of the city and other officials, swung out a Freshman 
flag from the top of City Hall where it floated in the breeze for a num-
ber of hours. A banner was raised across Main street, just above 
Asylum street, a few hours .later, where it was kept until five o'clock 
in the afternoon despite two almost successful attempts by the Sopho-
mores to get it down. The Freshmen formed under the banner and 
headed by an automobile which they had taken from a Sophomore, 
marched in triumph to the college grounds. They formed in a body at 
the gymnasium. The Sophomores were waiting for them on the 
college walk. 1908 marched on to the Campus to the north electric 
light pole where Maplesden quickly climbed the pole and swung the 
class banner while the other Freshmen stood guard about the pole and 
resisted the plucky onslaught of the Sophomores. By a well-formed 
plan each two Freshmen had been assigned to a particular Sophomore 
and carrying out this scheme 1908 soon had 1907 securely pinned to the 
ground, he>lding the prisoners down for ten minutes, the length of time 
designated by 1905 for the Freshmen to keep up their flag in order to 
win the victor-y. The Freshman campaign was well planned and well 
executed but if 1907 had not been outnumbered two to one probably 
1908's victory would not have been so easily gained and possibly might 
not have been won. The parade came in the evening and was carried 
out with great ardor under Burrows, 'OS, as marshal. 
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In memoriam. 
WALTER BEACH SHERWOOD, 1905. 
Twice within the past three weeks has the flag hung at 
half-mast on the campus flagstaff in memory of two of 
Trinity's adopted sons. Once again the students gaze at the 
lowered banner and try to realize that Death has claimed one 
of their number as his own. 
Sherwood has left us and gone to that world where 
human sight cannot penetrate. It seems bard to· believe 
that one who for the past ·four years bas moved in and out 
among his College-mates has passed from the world of time 
into that of eternity, but the void in the hearts of his fellow 
students bears witness to the sad ,truth. 
At this time we can think only of the traits of character 
which stamped him as a true man. Of his life no words need 
be written, for each of us knew for himself its nobility, its 
earnestness, its modesty. We can only repeat the word 
spoken at the service in honor of the comrade w~o has fallen, 
and with his memory still undimmed say, "Close up, for-
ward!" 
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RESOLUTIONS. 
The following sets of resolutions have been passed: 
WHEREAS, it has pleased Almighty God in His infinite 
wisdom to take from us our beloved classmate, Walter Beach 
Sherwood, and 
WHEREAS, not only the class of 1905, but also Trinity 
College, has lost, through his death, a devoted son, a careful 
student, and a thorough Christian gentleman; therefore, be it 
Resolved, That we, the class of 1905 of Trinity College, 
extend our most heartfelt sympathy to his bereaved family; 
and be it further 
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to the 
family, and that they be published in the Trinity College 
publications and in the Hartford daily papers. 
HARRY C. BOYD, 
J. HARDIN GEORGE, 
W. BLAIR ROBERTS, 
For tlze Class. 
WHEREAS, our Almighty Father has been pleased to take 
to Himself our beloved friend and fellow-student, Walter 
Beach Sherwood, and 
WHEREAS, though we receive this affliction with feelings 
of deepest sorrow, we recognize it as coming from the Hand 
of "Him that doeth all things well," be it, therefore 
Resolved, That we readily bear witness to the Christian 
and gentlemanly qualities of one highly esteemed by all who 
knew him, and be it 
Resolved, That to his family in their bereavement we 
extend our deepest sympathy, and be it further 
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be forwarded 
to the family of the deceased, and that they be published in 
the "Trinity Tablet," the '' Trinity Tripod," and the Hart-
ford papers. 
CHAS. H. PELTON, 'OS, 
D. E. LAUDERBURN, '06, 
GERALD A. CUNNINGHAM, '07, 
For the College. 
WHEREAS, God, in His infinite wisdom, bas taken from 
our midst our beloved Walter Beach Sherwood, 
Be it resolved, that we, the members of the Phi Psi 
Chapter of the Fraternity of Alpha Chi Rho extend to the 
afflicted family our deep and heartfelt sympathies, 
And be it further resolved, that a copy of these resolutions 
be sent to his family. 
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ATHLETICS. 
INDOOR MEET. 
T HE annual Indoor Meet was held Friday, March 24, i~ the gymnasium. The Class of 1908 won with a score of 63½ 
points; 1906 had 27 )( points and 1905 had 26,¼'.. Madden, 1908, 
won the McCracken cup, by contributing 22 points to the score 
of his class. Olmsted, 1908, .took the Parallel Bars cup, and was 
awarded the Record cup for establishing a record in the new event, the 
30 yard high hurdles. The meet in general was interesting, all the 
events were well contested, and the performances were creditable. 
Freshmen 57-Choate School 16. 
The 1908 Basketball Team went to Wallingford Saturday, March 11, 
and defeated Cho ate school by the score of 57 to 16. The Freshmen 
completely outplayed the home team, and every man scored at least 
one goal. Donnelly threw seventeen baskets in his usual form. 
BASEBALL. 
83d weather has interrupted the baseball season somewhat so far. 
The games with Westminster, March 19, Yale, March 22, and Brown, 
April 5, were not played, but Westminster was afterwards secured for a 
practice game, and Yale may give us a date later. 
The Freshman team has a good schedule, and shows some promise. 
Games with Wesleyan Freshmen and Hartford High School are among 
those to be played. · 
Trinity 6-W estminster 3. 
Trinity opened the season Wednesday, March 29, against West-
minster, winning 6 to 3. The game was u:-eful as a <.:hance for team 
work. Hyde was given a try-out in the box, and had excellent control, 
fair curves, but little speed. Badgeley pitched two innings and showed 
up strongly. He will do th~ bulk of the box wo1 k this year. 
Princeton 4-Trinity 2. 
Princeton beat the Basetall Team 4 to 2 April 1, at Princeton. 
Trinity played in rather harcl luck, as they made twice as many hits, 
touching up Doyle very freely. Bryan, however, who pitched the last 
part of the game, was a different proposition. Badgeley pitched a fine 
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game. Madden and Burwell hit well. Trinity's five errors figured in 
the scoring, but the general work of the team was excellent. 
Harvard 8-Trinity 1. 
The Baseball Team lost to Harvard, 8 to 1, Saturday, April, 8 in 
Cambridge. The game was slow on both sides. Badgeley pitched 
well, and Clement, Morgan, and Madden all got two-baggers. In· the 
second and fourth innings there was some very poor ball played, and 
Harvard hit rather hard. The day was cold, which doubtless helped the 
balloon ascension. 
Freshmen 9-H. P. H. S. 4. 
The Freshman Baseball Team opened its season Saturday, April 8, 
by defeating the High School, 9 to 4. Brewster and Hyde pitched, the 
latter showing up very well. For important games, Bowman will prob-
ably twirl. The team work is very ragged still, but shows promise of 
improvement 
PERSONALS. 
'50-J. A. Stotzenburg has published a new volume on the subject 
of Shakespearean authorship, of which he has made for many . years a 
careful study. 
'74-George Jarvis Coe has been appointed to the charge of the 
Maryland Diocesan Library in Baltimore. 
'80:_'l'he Rt. Rev. Dr. R.H. Nelson has been installed as chancellor 
of the Cathedral of Albany. 
'82-Charles A. Appleton has been appointed New England agent 
of D. Appleton & Co. His office is located at 120 Boylston street, 
Boston. 
'83-Prof. Richard Burton was one of the speakers at the dinner in 
New York commemorating the twenty-fifth anniversary of the publica-
tion of Henry George's "Progress and Poverty." 
'88-John P. Elton has been elected President of the McKinley 
Association of Connecticut. 
'92-E. Kent Hubbard, Jr., has been elected a director of the 
Middletown Hospital. 
· '94-Walter S. Schutz is secretary of the Municipal Art Society of 
Hartford. 
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'00-Frederick W. Prince has been appointed 1st Lieutenant in the 
Signal Corps of the Connecticut National Guard. 
'02-Frank H. Foss has passed his examinations for the New York 
Bar. 
THE STROLLER. 
IN very truth, "Spring bas come." It needed not the pealing state-ments of the iron lunged "heads out" crier of the college walk to 
convince THE STROLLER of the fact; for the sunshiny days, the 
groups of seniors busily engaged in spinning tops in front of 
Northam, the pastoral scene presented by Robert and his horrid crew as 
they walk back and forth sowing grass seed ( ?) on the campus, and the 
numberless games of baseball that have suddenly sprouted, like mush-
rooms, from nowhere all point to the same end. 
There is a dirty little brown sparrow which perches on the red iron· 
frame of THE STROLLER'S open window every morning and with sundry 
chirpings and cheepings wakes that worthy from a deep sleep and 
pleasant dreams of a paradise where morning chapel is held in the 
evening-on pleasant days-whe°re recitations are discontinued at the 
appearance of the first blue bird and where one's meals are served in 
dainty courses on the grass under cool green trees. 
But the vigilant sparrow evidently has a purpose, for THE STROLLER 
has just time to turn over, hear a rattling and creaking, see the flag 
come drifting and floating up from below to the top of the pole and then 
hear indistinct voices from the campus below, as Duffee and Eddie 
engage in a joint debate as to who shall put up the flag tomorrow. 
Then comes a brave effort, a cold bath, a run for breakfast and 
another back to chapel. In the winter time THE STROLLER always 
hurried into chapel as quickly as possible, but now Robert bas to call 
"time" more than once to start the herd basking outside the chapel 
door into the buildings. This is another infallable "sign of spring." 
Still another is the "close agony" that comes up to THE 
STROLLER'S windows at almost any time of the d.ay or night, or the 
guitars and m3ndolins that appear in the section doorways. There has 
always been a tendency here at Trinity to laugh at the "rah rah college" 
man b11t the "rah rah" that manifests itself during these lazy, warm 
spring days seems to be highly desirable. 
Then the long evenings and the warm nights when one can loaf 
around the campus or stroll out back of the rocks, are a peculiar feature 
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of the spring. Oh there can be no doubt about it, winter is gone, and 
so THE STROLLER, whose discourse seems to be as aimless as is every-
thing, this weather, must cease his stroll to give an answering yell to 
the·man on the walk below who is still calling lustily "Heads out, spring 
has came!" 
EXCHANGES. 
T HE exchange editor of the Lafayette ToucltStone was once known to say, "There is, however, a little circle of strict]y 
literary magazines, mostly in New England colleges, which 
represent everything that is highest in college literature." 
We were on the point of announcing for this month one of those 
regular "periods of depression" so familiar to all exchange editors, 
during which all college journalism seems at the lowest possible ebb, 
when the timely arrival of the Harvard Monthly, the Nassau Lz"t., 
the W£ll£ams Lit., the Smith College Monthly, the Bowdoin Quill, 
and a new exchange, the Dartmouth Magazine, which, in our estimation 
form, with the possible inclusion of the Red and Blue of Pennsylvania, 
the "little circle" referred to by the Touchstone, changed entirely the 
face of the situation. 
First is the Touchstone itself. T.his magazine is small but refined, 
prints only literary material and is well edited. The ablest article of 
the March number is a story called ''The Professor's Daughter" which 
is very well written except in one detail, illustrated by the following 
paragraph.-
"N o college man could boast a tete-a-tete with her." (This sentence 
is really more harmless than it sounds when cut off from the context.) 
"There were vague stories that Miss Fergus possessed too much haut 
ton, and every man bad come to consider it an £dee ffae of the pro-
fessor's d~ughter that she eschewed ·men's society to ·assist her father. 
Vandiveer treated these rumors with the greatest lnsoudance. * * * 
Tonight he resolved upon a coup d'etat. * * * From the hammock 
on the veranda Judith had plenty of time to observe Vandiveer slowly 
coming en avant." 
And all this in the space of eleven lines. The rest of the paragraph 
is in English and reads as follows: "Such extended observation was 
·certainly favorable to the young, for if the shadows bad (had, had?) 
ears they would have heard an irrepressible sigh, • Perhaps she was 
lonely. Perhaps the moon drew it forth," etc. 
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· Now had we been writing the story we would not have left these 
lines in such unfinished form. Le·t us suggest the following reading: · 
"Une telle extended observation erat certamente favorable a the 
junge man, car si hoi shadows avaient en d'orecchi, die would have 
gehott, ein irrepressible soupir. Peut-etre she was solita. Forse the 
luna," etc., etc. 
The Williams Literary Monthly is probably our best exchange this 
month, largely by reason of its verse. The stories are not as strong; 
being largely of the "social mix up" and the Ralph Henry Barbour for-
the-honor-of-dear-old-Y alevar<l type. 
The Nassau Literary Magazine has several splendid essays, among 
them a most entertaining description of the work of Stephen Phillips, 
but, like the Williams Lit., is a little weak in stories. 
The Red and Blue of the University of Pennsylvania has made a 
great stride in advance and contains an oration by President Roosevelt, 
two thoughtful and well written bits of verse called "Wanderings" and 
"The West," and the beginning of what promises to be a very interest-
ing serial story-but. Yes there must be a "but." It is too bad, yet 
there seems to be no help for it. The trouble is on the first page and 
consists of a Hpoem" in heavy decorated type. We will quote a few 
stray verses and let our readers see why our praise of the number was 
qualified. The lines are ~ntitled "Spring:" 
"Echoes through the woods resound, 
Birds and blossoms fill the air." 
"Yule-tide foys are set aside. 
Sports of spring engage the hour; 
Happy he who strives to gain 
Vict'ry in athletic power." 
"Sturdy oarsmen splash and strive 
Down the river mile by mile." 
"Under budding elm and oak 
Arm in arm, grave Seniors glide." 
We confess that the pictures presented of an atmosphere filled with 
birds and blossoms, sturdy oarsmen splashing down the river and grave 
seniors gliding under budding oaks are, to us, rather too amusing to be 
poetic. But never mind. Better luck next time. 
A new arrival-The Dartmouth Magazine- is a thick, well bound and 
well printed monthly given up entirely to literary matter. An essay on 
"Patriotism in American Literature," "The Flunker" one of a series of 
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sketches on college types and a short poem, "Napoleon at Moscow," 
are all of a high order. A little verse on "Duty" is whole souled and 
satisfying. But one story called "A Cur Tale," whose plot rests on an 
accident by which a man carelessly fastens into the buttonhole of his 
own raincoat a button belonging to the coat of a girl next to him, in a 
crowd, is suspiciously like a story in .a recent number of the Saturday 
Evenz'ng Post in which the scene was different, it is true, but which 
hinged on a similar accident, the means of conjunction being not buttons 
but shoe strings. 
"A Dipsomaniac and A Dog" in the Hobart Herald is, in our 
opinion, one of the best stories of the month. 
The College Signal from the Massachusetts Agricultural College .con-
tains an interesting paper on "Abandoned Farms." 
What we would call the best poem of the month is the "Washington 
Ode" by Louise Marshall Ryals in the Smith College Monthly. 
BOOK REVIEWS. 
The Pendleton Collection-Lockwood. 
OWING to lack of space we have been prevented from giving earlier mention of an important work by Luke Vincent Lock-
wood, Trinity, '93. The book is entitled "The Pendleton 
Collection" and is descriptive of a collection of 18th Century furni-
ture presented to the Rhode Island School of Design by Mr. Chas. 
L. Pendleton of Providence. From the prospectus and sample page we 
judge the work to be one of great beauty and merit. It is printed on 
Imperial Mill Japanese Vellum· and the type is of a font especially cast 
for it. Over one hundred full page photogravures illustrate the text 
and detail sketches adorn the margins. The binding is of full French 
levant morocco. 
SELECT POEMS OF SAMUEL TAYLOR COLERIDGE, edited by A. J. 
George and a volume of the Belles Lettres series published by D. C. 
Heath and Company, is one of the most admirable collections of the 
poet's works that we have seen. The marginal notes are helpful 
without being intrusive, while the general notes are exceedingly intel-
ligent and free from that asininity that is so apt to mar the comments 
of overzealous editors. The paper and type are excellent, but the 
binding we do not care for. 
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BOOKS RECEIVED 
BROWNING'S "A Blot in the' Scutcheon and Other Dramas," edited by· 
Ario Bates, Professor of English Literature in the Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology. 
WEBSTER'S "White Devil and Duchess of Mally" edited by Martin. 
W. Sampson, Professor of English at Indiana University. 
COLERIDGE "Select Poems" edited by Andrew J. George. 
These three books are of the Belles Lettres Series, and are pub-
lished at 60 cents each by D. C. Heath & Company, Boston. 
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Connecticut. Fire Insurance Conipany 
Cash Capital, 
$J,OOO,OOO.OO 
Cash Capital, . 
Reserve for Reinsurance, 
All Outstanding Claims, 
Net Surplus, . 
Total Assets, 
OF HARTFORD. CONN. 
SUMMARY. 
Total Assets, 
$5,172,036.80 
$1,000,000.00 
$2,484,918.49 
245,632.96 
1,441,485.35 
. $5,172,086.80 
J. D. BROWNE, President. CHARL~S R. BURT, Secretary. 
L. W. CLARKE, and W. T. HOWE, Ass't Secretaries. 
W. E. BAl(ER. 4-- SO.JV, Local Agents, 700 Main St., Hartford, Conn. 
U-15 MAIN STREET, 
CALL AND SEE 
JAKE'S BIRDS. 
Interior Decorators and Furnishers 
1Ruga, '-tarpets, ant, jfloor '-to"ertng, 
)Portierea ant, 'Wlin~ow 1bangtnga, 
(toucb ant> jfurniture (to"ers, 'Wlall 
)Dapera ant> lDecorattona. .e .e 
Estimates Furnished. 
J. J. SEINSOTH, 
The Nearest First-Class 
"DRUG STORE" 
to Trinity College. 
OPPOSITE BARNARD PARK. 
EVERYTHING TO BE FOUND IN 
A FIRST-CLASS DRUG STORE 
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" THE LEADING FIRE INSURANCE COMP ANY OF AMERICA" 
Incorporated 1819. 
Cash Capital, 
Cash Assets, . 
Total Liabilities, 
$4, ooo, 000, 00 
i5,8q,054.98 
5,367,203.89 
Charter Perpetual. 
Net Surplus, 
Surplus as to Policy-holders, 
Losses Paid in 86 Years, 
$6,446,815.09 
10,446,851.09 
99,899, 1o9.49 
WM. B. CLARK, President. 
W. H. KING, Secretary. 
A. C. ADAMS, HENRY E. REES, C. J. IRWIN, A. N. WILLIAMS, Assistant Secretaries 
WESTERN BRANCH, i 
Traction Building. Cincinnati, 0, KEELER & GALLAGHER, Gen'l Agents. 
NORTHWESTERN BRANCH, J WM. H. WYMAN, Gen'l Agent. t W. P. HA~FORD, Ass't Gen'l Agent. Omaha, Neb. 
PACIFIC BRANCH, San Francisco, Cal, ·) BOARDMAN & SPENCER, } General Agents. 
INLAND MARINE DEPARTMENT J CHICAGO, ILL,, 1~5 La Salle ·St. BOSTON, 95 Kilby St. 
'1 NEW YORK, 52 Pine St. PHILADELPHIA, 226 Walnut St. 
Hart{ ord Theological 
Seminary 
Hartford Theological Seminary, while 
carefully preserving as the dominant aim 
a practical preparation for the active 
pastorate, affords ample opportunity for 
as much specialization as the student's 
individual capacity or needs suggest. By 
a method of group electives, emphasis 
may be laid on work in any department. 
There are also special courses in Mis-
sions, Religious Pedagogy and Sociol-
ogy. The Seminary is well equipped in 
every way I and is open to college gradu-
ates of all denominations on equal terms. 
Apply to THE DEAN, HOSMER HALL, 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
THE 
lEtna National Bank 
OF HARTFORD. 
CAPITAL, 
$525,000.00 
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, 
625,000.00 
DEPOSITS, 
$3,000,0()0.00 
BANKING HOUSE: 644, 646, 648 MAIN STREE'I', 
1.Etna Life Building, next door to Public Library. 
OFFICERS, 
A. SPENCER, JR., President. 
A. R. HILLYER, Vice-President. 
W. D. MORGAN, Cashier. 
DIRECTORS, 
HON. MORGAN G. BULKELEY, 
APPLETON B. HILLYER, JAMES B. CONE, 
MORGAN B. BRAINARD, 
ALFRED SPENCER, JR., 
A.G. LOOMIS, W.R. C. CORSON, 
This bank offers to depositors every facility 
which their balances, business and responsibility 
warrant. Safe deposit boxes for rent. 
Open an account with us. 
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Kodaks and 
Eastman •s 
Spe cia It ie s 
THE BONNER-PRESTON CO. Developing 
Enlarging 
Framing 
ART MATERIALS 
Hartford's Busy Store. 
843 Main Street. 
NOTICE! 
If you have any Cleaning, Pressing 
and Repairing to be done, please Tel-
ephone 4J8-3. All orders will be attend-
ed to prom·ptly. Work first class and 
prices low. Open evenings. 
S. LEVIN, 
Ladies' and Gents' Tailor, 
552 Asylum St., Hartford, Conn. 
I 
HENRY ANTZ, 
First Class Barber Shop 
27 PEARL STREET, 
(Opp. New Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co.'s Building) 
You are not more anxious to get good 
Laundry Work than we are to give it. 
NEW METHOD LAUNDRY Corp. 
Phone 104-12, 36-44 Elm Street. 
Gentlemen's Garments Cleaned, Pressed and Repaired. 
O. L, OOODCHILDS. E. W. CHURCH. 
THE 
JI- AL AND ED JI-
OAFE 
0. L. GOODCHILDS & CO.~ 
Schlitz, Milwaukee, and Kress Special Brew. 
Telephone 81•4. :J58 ASYLUM STl{EET. 
UNEEDA ·MARKET, 
F. E. SMITH, PROP. 
Meats, Groceries and Provisions, 
FRUITS, CANNED GOODS, ETC, · 
l0f2 Broad, cor. Ward Stred. Telephone. 
All sorts of Oriental goods suitable for 
gifts. Den Decorations. Couch Covers 
Pillow Covers, etc., etc. 
"THE INDIA STORE" 
25 Pearl St., HARTFORD. 
C. H. CASE & CO. 
Jewelers and Silversmiths 
DIAMONDS, WATCHES, JEWELRY. 
A carefully selected stock to inspect. 
851 Main Street, Opposite State Street. 
David M. Mulcahy 
Jfine 
~ailoring 
"le¥ 
263 Asylum Street, opposite 
Ann Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Telephone 482-5. 
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.. : .... P~tENTS 
· !¥ N:- :-r?~ ··: TRADE MARKS 
DESIGNS 
COPYRIGHTS &c. 
q!t~ili~n:s~:~r~P! ~:J~~~~i~~d f~::c~~~~i~;;n:~ 
Invention is probably patentable. Communica-
tions strictly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents 
sent free. Oldest a~ency for securing patents. 
Je:~r:iti~:~~~t~o~i'::'fi!r:e~fg t:e Co. receive 
Seitntific Jlmtrican. 
A handsomely i1lustrated weekly. Largest cir-
~~!:rt;~~u0i ~~Uh~~,i111~o1~~;:h n~!~1g!a1~t: 
MUNN & CQ,361Broadway, New York 
Branch Office, 625 F St., Washington, D. C. 
C. A. JOH~STONE, 
45 Pratt ·Street, 
Took the Photograph of President Luther 
which appeared in the Inauguration 
Number of the Tablet. 
JERRY 'DEVITO, 
Custom Boot arid Shoe Maker. 
954 Broad Street, Corner Madison St ., Hartford, Conn. 
Nothing but the Finest White Oak Leather used it1 my work. 
Best Rubber Heels 55c. 
Hand Sewed Soles, 75c. Nailed Soles, 5(,c. 
TRINITY COLLEGE AGENCY 
SANITARY LAUNDRY 
J. A. FURRER, 24 Jarvis Hall. 
4:ir"'Get into communication with him and he will see 
that your work is called for and delivered. 
25c. IS OUR CHA~GE for TRUNK to Depot. 
M ulcahyl s Express. 
Directly opposite Depot. 
If you cannot find our office, ask Officer at Depot; he will 
direct you. 
20 UNION PLACE . TELEPHONE CONNECTWN • 
.-----A-----
P o sit ion For You 
If you have busine!'ls getting ability we 
have a position for you with a well known 
company which has commissioned us to 
secure representatives for it in eve ry state 
and territory on a salary basis. Pe rmanen t 
employment with excellent opportunity 
for advancement. Previous experience 
not e!'lsential. \Ve al!'ln hav0 posi t ion :. for 
Executive, Clerical and Technical m en. 
Write us to-day, stating position deslred. 
I-IAPGOODS 
Suite 5l9t 309 Broadwayt N. Y. 
THIS SPACE RESERVED FOR 
~ 
YE GOLDEN GRILL 
;a: . 
Hartford, s Largest Cafe 
Boston ~ University 
School of Medicine 
T HE oldest co-educational school in New England. Advanced and 
thorough methods of instruction. 
A broad and comprehensive curriculum. 
Exceptionally high standard results in 
small classes and makes possible un-
usually extensive laboratory and clinical 
facilities; upwards of 20,000 hospital and 
dis~ensary patients being annually 
available for purposes of clinical in-
struction. A large percentage of the 
class of 1904 received desirable hospital 
appointments. Certificates of gradua-
tion from approved high and prepara-
tory schools accepted in lieu of entrance 
examinations. 
Thirty-third year opens October 51 
1905. For information and catalogue 
apply to FR.\NK C. RICHARDSON, M. D., 
Registrar, 685 Boylston Street, . . . 
BOSTON, MASS. 
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U nderWood Typewriter 
All of the work is visible. 
It is speedy and durable. 
It is especially adapted for billing and tabulating. 
It received the highest a ward at St. Louis 
Exposition. 
Senµ for free catalogue. 
Underwood Typewriter Company 
7 5 7 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Xl 
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Cornell University Medical C0Llege. 
NEW YORK CITY. 
The course covering four years begins during the first week in October and continues un-
til June. . 
A preliminary training in natural science is of great advantage. 
All the classes are divided into small sections for recitations, laboratory . and clinical bed-
side instruction. 
Students are admitted to advanced standing after passing the requisite examinations. 
The successful completion of the first year in any College or University recognized by the 
regents of the State of New York as maintaining a satjsfactory standard is sufficient to 
satisfy the requirements for admission which have lately been raised. 
The annual announcement giving full particulars will be mailed on application. 
WM. M. POLK, M. D., LL. D., Dean, Cornell University Medical College, 
27th and 28th Streets and First Avenue, New York City. 
SMOKE LIPMAN'S 
Genuine Havana Cigars? 
FOR SALE AT 
GEORGE R. STICKNEY'S, 
COLLEGE COMMONS. 
HOWARD COPE, 
EXPERT HAIRCUTTER 
871 MAIN STREET. 
Man£cure. Trz'al Sol£cited. 
Mr. Henry C. Marsh's 
SCHOOL -OF DANCING 
1039 Main Street, Hartford, Conn. 
Society, Stage and Fancy Dancing. 
P. O. Box 158. Private LesRons a Specialty. 
PHOTOGRAPHS PORTRAITS 
PIOTURE FRAMES 
LOUIS OLIVER., 
397 MAIN STREET 
WORCESTER, MASS, 
753 MAIN STREET 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
Subscribe for The Ivy.'' 
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DUNLAP HATS, E. & W. DRESS SHIRTS, 
E. & W. COLLARS, FOWNE'S GLOVES, 
CHAMBERLAIN & SHAUGHNESSY, 
FINE UNDERWEAR, 
REGAL $3.50 SHOES, 
65-67-69 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
THE NEAL, GOFF & INGLIS CO., 
976 to 986 Main Street, Sell 
RAIN COATS, 
LONG GOWNS. 
Furniture. Rugs, Pictures and Franies 
FOR COLLEGE ROOMS. . 
cAlso Couch Covers and Pillows, fMattresses, Etc* 
You-need-us When You Entertain or Celebrate 
We supply the best, the most complete up-to-date ideas in 
Decorations, Illuminations, Electnc Displays, Canopies, Floor Crashes 
for Dancing, Dinner Parties~ Weddings, Balls, Receptions* 
Write or call on us and get our ideas and prices for this kind of work before placing your 
orders elsewhere. We are the best equipped, have the largest stock and most competent 
workmen in New England. · The ONLY Flag Manufacturers in the City. COLLEGE 
FLAGS A SPECIALTY. 
SIMONS & FOX, 240 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
EGYPTIAN 
DEITIE'S 
No 1Jetter Turkish Cigarette can be made 
CORK TIPS 
QR PLAIN 
Look for Signature 
ef S. ANA~GYROS 
R. SPIEGEL, Cleaning, J;>ressing, Repairing. 20 onurnn St. 
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PHONE 117-2. 
DR. H. DRYHURST, 
DENTIST. 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
E nt rance 11 Pratt Street, Room 4. 
Admiral Cafe. 
SCHLITZ, MILWAUKEE, BURTON AND 
BASS FROM THE WOOD. 
M. B. SMITH~ Prop,ietor. 
For your Fireplace: 
Bnbfronst 
Sparh @uarbst 
1boobs. · 
We have the Largest and Best Line in the 
City. 
WHITE ~ WHITMORE, 
42.4 A..SYLUM STREET. 
T. SISSON & CO., 
729 Main Street, 
Offer a Great Variety of 
SOAPS FOR TOILET AND BATH. 
Perfumes, Hair and Tooth Brushes. 
MISS GOODRICH, 
Rooms 420-422 Connecticut Mutual Building. 
Manicuring, Facial Electric Massage 
Scalp Treatments, Shampooing, 
CORNS CURED. 
T eleph one 493-6. 
J. R. BARLOW 
Batterson Building, 366 Asyl um St. 
BOOKS, STATIONERY, 
Magazines and Papers of all kinds. 
Speci al prices io TRINITY STUDENTS. 
Telephone 206-3. . 
J .. C. DEXTER, 
-· 
PHOTOCR~PHER, 
3 Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
' ON DIAMONDS, WATOIES, ETC. 
AT THE LOWEST RATES OF INTEREST. 
AN OLD ESTABLISHED CONCE.RN TO Dl!AL WITH. 
COLLATERAL. LOAN CO. 
OPEN EVENING&. 71 ASYLUM ST. 
ANYTHING YOU WANT 
THAT A DRUG STORE 
SHO ULD H AVE YO U 
WI LL F I ND .AT T HE 
Marwick Drug Stores, 
Corner ) Main and Asylum, and ( Asylum and Ford S is. 
AT ALL TIMES 
M AKE U S Y OU R CONVENIENCE, 
Trinity College· Barber Shop. 
Manicaring by Lady Attendant, 
J. G. MARCH~ Hair Cutter, 
Rooms I and 1., Connecticut Mutual Building, 
Ent rances : 783 Main St. , 36 Pearl St. 
V JBRATION 1 S HAMPOOING AND M ASSAGING. 
flJLL LINE Of 
CIGARETTES, TOBACCO JARS AND 38 PIPES. 
Decorated with Fraternity Emblems at 
Prank Crygier' s Cigar Store, 
248 Asylum St,, HARTFORD, CONN. 
BOSTON l::TNIVERSITY 
LAW SCHOOL. 
Three years' course leading to the degrees 
-Bachelor of Law, Bachelor of Jurisprud-
ence, and Master of Jurisprudence. 
College graduates of high standinr, 
sufficient maturityand earnestness:of purpose, 
may complete the course in two years, pro-
vided they attain the honor rank. 
For further particulars address 
D EAN MELVILLE M. BIGELOW, 
Ashburton Place, Boston, Mass. 
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1108 Chestnut St., Philadelphia 
L.EADING HOUSE FOR 
0oL.L.IEGIE, SCHOOL. AND WEDDING INVITATIONS 
DANCB PROGi/RAMS, MENUS 
~FORE ORDERING ELSEWHERE 
COMPARE SAMPLES 
AND PRICE.I 
FINB 1/ENGIRAVINGI 0,, 
AL.L. KINDS 
688 MAIN STREET. 
with "Special Smokeless Steel'' 
barrel has a higher velocity and 
larger diameter than the .30 
calibre; makes a big hole and 
goes deep; uses ii, straight taper 1 , 
shell not liable to stick or break 
in t he chamber; can be used 
with low power smokeless, 
black powder acd miniature 
loads with best results. 
Send 3 stamps for our no-page, 
up-to-date arms and ammu'ni-
tion Catalog No. A 742, 
MARLIN FIREARMS 
Coebill Hats 
None Better. 
------ - - -·------------
J. B. RYAN, 
HAS RE'I'URN ED TO THE 
EL1Y1 TREE INN, 
F ARMING'I'ON, CONN. 
F . L. AVERY, Cle rk. 
FoR YouR 
UP TO DATE OUT ING SHIRTS, 
NECKWEAR, COLLARS AND CUFFS, 
Call at KASHMANN'S, 
12 STATE ST. CITY HALL SQUARE, 
NARRAGANSETT HOTEL, 
D. B. HALL, Proprietor. 
The Home of all College Teams when 
m Providence, R. I. 
T. A. BucK. M. V. CRAVEN. 
Parsons' Theatre G_afe 
BUCK & CRAVEN' Prop's. 
OYSTERS, STEAKS, CHOPS, LOBSTERS AND 
GAME IN SEASON. 
E ~·cellent S ervrce R endered. Teleplione 62-2. 
F. J. CALLAN, P. J . CALLAN. 
CALLAN & SON, 
CUSTOM TAILORS. 
SUITS MADE TO ORDER, . 
Clothes Cleaned, P1·essed, 
and Repaired. 
8 FORD STREET, 
Hartford, Conn 
THE TRINITY TABLET 
STODDARD & CAULKINS, 
Contractors and '13uilders. 
CABINET WORK, INTERIOR 
FINISH, AND GENERAi., JOBBING, 
Junction Charter Oak and Vredendale Avenues , 
HARTFORD, CONN. 
LEADING STYLES. POPULAR PRICES 
P. H. BILLINGS, 
High Class Tailoring, 
l f Asylum Street, Hartford, Conn. 
8'lassasoit House, 
SPRINGFIELD, MASS. 
American and European Plans. 
WILLIAM H. CHAPIN, PROPRIETOR. 
COME out of the beaten path and join the ranks of those who are 
beating out a better way of making 
CUSTOM SUITS AND OVERCOATS. 
E. S. ALTEMUS, 
MERCHANT TAILOR. 
Rooms 27-28 Catlin Building. f/(: '13.-1 will make you the Finest Suit or 
Ocoercoa.t in the City for $25.00. 
Spring Woolens Now READY. 
Glo• u• your Order. RJIIN COJIT.t JILL WEIGHT.t 
Gemmill, Burnham & Co., Inc. 
FULL DRE.f.t .SUITS FOR RENT. 
.. 
WANAMAKER 
and BROWN, 
~ailors 
Spring Woolens are now ready. 
Consisting of Imported and Do-
mestic Fabrics in the latest shades 
and exclusive patterns. ~ JJ' 
STYLE, QUALITY, 
MODERATE PRICES. 
All Wool Suits and Overcoats. 
$15.00 to $50.00 
SALESROOM, 7 I Asylum St., Room 1. 
Qtorrt,t 
~ uruish ittgs. 
HETH ER it is Socks, Shirts, 
Ties, Suspenders or any of the 
outfitting that men wear, you 
can find just what you want here 
with choice of biggest and best assort-
ment in Town. Visit our Men's Dept. 
and make selection. 
:tSrown, ~bomaQn & <to. 
THE NEW TRINITY SEAL 
IN PINS, HA TPINS AND FOBS. 
E. Gundlach & Co.~ 
20 State Street, City Hall Square. 
PLUMBING 
of your home placed in sanitary condition by 
!!!!!!!!!!'!!!"!"!'!!!!!!!!!! LICENSED PLUMBERS ·---
N. B. BULL & SON, 
Established 1854. 
Telephone 1019-5. 345 Asylum Street. 
